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The Distance Indicators in Gamma-ray Pulsars 

Distance measurements of gamma-ray pulsars are challenging questions in present pulsar studies. The Large Area Telescope (LAT) aboard the 
Fermi gamma-ray observatory discovered more than 100 gamma-ray pulsars including 34 new gamma-selected pulsars which nearly have no 
distance information. We study the relation between gamma-ray emission efficiency (η) and pulsar parameters for young radio-selected gamma-
ray pulsars with known distance information in the first gamma-ray pulsar catalog reported by Fermi/LAT. We have introduced three generation 
order parameters to describe gamma-ray emission properties of pulsars, and find the strong correlation of η-ξ3 a generation order parameter which 
reflects γ-ray photon generations in pair cascade processes induced by magnetic field absorption in pulsar magnetosphere. A good correlation of  
η-BLC the magnetic field at the light cylinder radius is also found. These correlations would be the distance indicators in gamma-ray pulsars to 
evaluate distances for gamma-selected pulsars. Distances of 35 gamma-selected pulsars are estimated, which could be tested by other distance 
measurement methods. Physical origin of the correlations may be also interesting for pulsar studies. 

Some notes in 
the Table:  
 
d1 is the distance 
derived from the 
relation of η-ξ3   ; 
d2 is the distance 
derived from the 
relation of η-BLC ; 
drf is the distance 
from other methods 
in the references. 
 
The distance from 
the indicators is 
generally consistent  
with the value from 
other methods.  
For example, like the 
Geminga pulsar 
(J0633+1746) , the 
optical trigonometric 
parallax 
measurement gives 
a distance of 0.25 
kpc, and our 
estimate is about 
0.19 kpc. 

The distance distributions of three classes of gamma-ray 
pulsars: gamma-selected pulsars, radio-selected pulsars 
and millisecond pulsars. The distances of gamma-selected 
pulsars are taken from the column d1 of the Table 
according to the distance indicator of the correlation η-ξ3.  
Gamma-selected young pulsars distribute at the distance 
peak of ~1.2 kpc, while radio-selected young pulsars 
distribute at the distance peak of ~2.5 kpc. This difference 
in distance distributions for two classes of gamma-ray 
young pulsars may involve further interest. The nearby 
unresolved radio-quiet gamma-ray pulsars could 
contribute to diffuse gamma-ray background specially for 
the high-latitude pulsars located in the Gould Belt. 
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